
The Illinois State Medical Society and IMPACT asked primary care physicians, Illinois’ specialty society physician leaders, ISMS group practice leaders and 
infectious disease specialists to rank the COVID-19 exposure risk associated with common daily activities. For comparison, we asked them to assess risk with 
and without mask use and social distancing. This survey has not been peer reviewed. The above is for educational purposes and is not intended as nor should 
be considered medical or legal advice.

Getting restaurant takeout

Jogging, walking or hiking

Pumping gas

Playing a low-contact sport (such as tennis or golf)

Eating at a restaurant (outside)

Swimming for exercise (swimming in lanes)

Visiting a beach

Spending an hour at a playground

Out-of-state car travel

Staying at a hotel or rental property
in a small or rural destination

Attending a small outdoor religious service, concert
 or other event (fewer than 50 people)

Attending an outdoor youth league game

Grocery or other indoor shopping

Using a public restroom

Staying at a hotel or rental propety
in a vacation destination

Trick-or-treating

Visiting a museum

Attending a backyard BBQ

Hosting or attending a dinner party
with 10 or fewer guests

Babysitting for nieces/nephews or grandchildren

Visiting an outdoor public pool

Walking in a busy downtown

Going to a hair salon or barbershop

Visiting an elderly relative or friend in their home

Working out at a gym

Going to a bar (outside)

Eating in a restaurant (inside)

Attending a small indoor religious service, concert
 or other event (fewer than 50 people)

Out-of-state travel to states that require quarantine
 when returning to Illinois

Attending a large outdoor religious service, concert
or other event (more than 50 people)

Sending kids to school, camp, or day care

Attending a professional sporting event
at a large outdoor stadium

Traveling by bus or train for daily commuting

Traveling by commercial airplane

Going to a movie theater

Playing a high-contact sport (such as football 
or basketball)

Attending a conference at a hotel

Hosting or attending a large dinner party

Attending a large indoor religious service,
concert or other event (more than 50 people)

Hugging or shaking hands

Going to a bar (inside)

With a mask worn and social distancing followed (if feasible)

ISMS COVID-19 
Risk Survey

We asked physicians how they would rate the following activities in 
terms of COVID-19 exposure risk for patients. Here’s what they said.

Volunteering at a school
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